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S1 Methods 

S1.1 Sample. The sample was drawn from individuals from the foreigner registry of the BAMF who arrived in Germany 

and applied for asylum between January 2013 and January 2016. To account for a delay between arrival and entry into the 

registry, several tranches of samples were drawn at different points in time during 2016. The sampling design was 

regionally clustered and stratified across demographic groups that were supposed to be oversampled. The primary sampling 

units were 130 regional clusters of addresses (to make the fieldwork more feasible) drawn with replacement out of a total of 

390 clusters stratified across 16 regional strata based on federal states and counties in Germany. Larger clusters had a 

proportionally larger sampling probability. The secondary sampling units were drawn with a disproportional probability 

based on gender (oversampling women), country of origin and legal status (oversampling those with a higher probability of 

obtaining a protected legal status to reduce panel drop-out), and age (oversampling “older” individuals over 30). For further 

details, please see Kroh et al. (2017)[1]. 

S1.2 Response rate and drop-out. The response rate of 48.6 % in wave 1 refers to all attempted contacts. Most non-

response was due to the fact that refugees in Germany moved a lot right after they arrived (29.6%). Refusals or no time 

make up 13.7%, while language problems make up 4.5% of total contact attempts. Response rate conditional on contact 

was therefore much higher (about 69%) and is far above the rates that are common in surveys among the German host 

population (often less than 40%). We think that we therefore have an underrepresentation of those living in their very first 

(often “emergency”) accommodation. Since we restrict our sample to those who will stay in Germany until 2017 at least, 

we think this is a minor source of bias since almost all refugees usually move from their initial accommodation within one 

year. Regarding the drop-out rate from wave 1 to wave 2 (27%), a major source is unsuccessful follow-ups due again to 

moving and leaving Germany (i.e. leaving the population that we study). For further details, please see Kroh et al. (2017)[1] 

for the response rates at wave 1 and for the drop-out rates and reasons: Siegers et al. (2018)[2]. 

S1.3 Survey weights. The weights were provided by the survey team of the SOEP and combine design weights (for multi-

stage stratified sampling from the registry), household non-response corrections and post-stratification to known 

demographic characteristics (based on the registry information). Design weights account for the known multi-stage 

stratification and therefore introduced disproportional sampling probability. For the selectivity due to non-response, a 

propensity weights strategy is chosen giving lower weight to households with a high estimated response probability based 

on the following characteristics: gender, age, country of origin, time of arrival, legal status and regional indicators on the 

municipal, county and neighborhood level (the latter obtained from the interviewer questionnaire). In addition to the design 

and non-response weights, weights are adjusted to fit known demographic characteristics (age, gender, country of origin, 

time of arrival) from the population under study through an “iterative proportional fitting” post-stratification procedure. For 

further details, please see Kroh et al. (2017)[1]. 

S1.4 Imputation Details. We imputed missing data in all of the variables used for analysis through multi- variate 

imputation using chained equations using the mice R package (50 imputed datasets created, ten iterations, seed = 41).[3] All 

of our analysis variables were included in the imputation. The RHS items were imputed individually; total scale scores were 

calculated post imputation in order to use all RHS data obtained from each individual (Table S1 shows percent missing for 

all variables, including the individual RHS items). To improve the imputation process accuracy, we used several auxiliary 

variables selected for their theoretical relatedness to the to-be-imputed variables. Only those variables that had a minimum 

correlation of r = 0.1 with to-be-imputed variables were used in the imputation of these variables.[4] Our auxiliary variables 

included: all items from the 4-item Personal Health Questionnaire from Wave 1 (two depression symptoms, two anxiety 

symptoms, measured on a frequency scale of 0-4), a single-item global life satisfaction scale (measured on a scale of 1-10), 

eight items asking respondents to what extent they worry about different things (financial situation, health, xenophobia, 

outcome of asylum process, having to leave Germany, not being able to return home, having to return, losing their job, 

measured on a scale of 1-3), self-rated German language ability (an average of self-rated German reading, writing and 

speaking ability, measured on a scale of 1-5), and negative experiences during flight (any? yes/no). The sampling weights 

were not used as imputers. 

S1.5 Ethical approval and consent. The SOEP-survey committee, the BAMF and IAB gave approval to the data 

collection under strict conditions of anonymity. Interviewers were specifically trained to deal with the special situation of 

refugees and were sensitized to highlight the voluntary nature of the study and avoid any risk of re-traumatisation in parts 

of the survey that were linked to experiences in the country of origin or during the flight. Respondents were informed that 

participation was voluntary and that neither participation itself nor any other information would be given to the BAMF and 

would not have any influence, positive or negative, on their chances in the asylum process, nor would it have any other 
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legal or economic ramifications. Respondents then gave verbal consent (or refused and did not participate in the survey). 

Verbal consent was chosen because written consent might have been problematic for those who are functional analphabets.  

Respondents were briefed before the interview that they could skip any part of the interview. They were reminded again 

that they can refuse to answer before topics with a high degree of sensitivity were raised (e.g. negative flight experience). 

At no point in the data collection or analyses were information from individual respondents linked back to the AZR. All 

data handling was done. In strict accordance with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of the European Union. 
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